IMF and C@B Start Concert Feud

“Would a rave by any other name smell as awful?”
By Mr. Wesley ‘16
Interdepartmental Affairs Dept.

(THE DARK SIDE) The Campus Activities Board and Independent Music Fund began feuding this week when C@B became jealous of the acts IMF is bringing to campus. Apparently, C@B’s general manager, Frank Fitz ’15, confronted the IMF on Friday, calling them “a bunch of Posers” and stating that they didn’t know independent music like he did. Despite learning that he was making a fool of himself, Fitz continued his tantrum, shouting, “The IMF doesn’t know how to really party! hashtag C@B Bthrowsravealraves; hashtag partylyfe!”

IMF spokesperson, Jack ‘Frazn’ Ferdinand ’14, responded, “I don’t know what the hell happened there, but all I know is that Posers is actually spelled ‘Posesur.’
When Ferdinand didn’t seem at all bothered by Frank’s tirade, other members of the IMF were angered by his words. According to campus safety officers, some members of the IMF snuck into Fitz’s Ferguson quad and placed the head of the C@B statue in his bed with “#HeadsWillRoll” penned onto its forehead.
Frank was found in Commons the next morning nursing a massive hangover and said, “Really? The Yeah Yeah Yeahs were the most indie band you could think of? Well, consider this war! I can think of a million cooler bands that don’t rely on sounds for names. Like !!!!!! You don’t even have to say their name—just look astonished!” Fitz’s rant degenerated into mutterings about how C@B has been killin’ it with the selection of Acoustic Coffeehouses this semester, bringing Grouplove, and hosting a little-known artist named Macklemore last year.
At last report, the WHCL E-board, the self-proclaimed Lorde of radio, was acting as a mediator between the two groups. Peace talks are moving slowly, as Fitz has threatened several times to get revenge on C@B by picketing the upcoming Sky Perreira concert.

FRESHMEN BLISSFULLY IGNORANT OF IMMINENT BREAKUP
Still believes break will give them a chance to “reconnect”
By Mr. Riopelle ‘17
(MATRIMONIAL HEAVEN) As of Wednesday, Patrick Warwick ’17 was in high spirits over his relationship with fellow first-year Paula Davianno. However, what he based this confidence on remains to be seen. According to Davianno herself, she intends to break off this newfound romance no later than Thanksgiving Break.
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When presented with this information, Warwick remained creepily undaunted. “Ah, I see,” he said. “She must have something special planned. My birthday was last month, though, so I wonder what the occasion is?”
At last report, Warwick was still misinterpreting Davianno’s signals. “Isn’t it so cute the way she shrugs my hand off her shoulder?”
Outside of Warwick, all sources seem to support Davianno’s version of events. Even one of Warwick’s friends, who wished to remain anonymous, simply shook his head when questioned. “Patrick? Look, I love the guy, but really, man, come on.”
Warwick’s Calculus professor also offered comment: “Warwick and Davianno? Yeah, not surprised. As if she were ever going to stick with him.”

In this issue: tl;dr

FOR ONCE HANNUKAH ISN’T OVERSHADOWED BY CHRISTMAS!

A WORD FROM OUR SPONSORS

Utica Club
It’s not the beer Utica needs, but it’s the one it deserves.
**FRIDAY FIVE:**
**FUNDRAISING EVENTS LESS AWESOME THAN RUGBY’S BREAKFAST IN BED**

By Ms. Ng ‘16

Since the Men’s Rugby fundraiser on Sunday involves us laying in bed and them delivering pancakes, it’s won our official distinction as favorite fundraising event of the week.

1. Choir Shower Backup Singing Services: Love singing in the shower but hate going solo? Choir members will appear in and around your shower on request and provide those much-needed harmonies and duet partners. Choreography can be incorporated at an additional cost. Contact ITS if you would also like a video recording of the performance.

2. Meditation Club Drive-Through Aura Wash: Registration got you stressed? Earthy yoga can help you, and perhaps you can even walk away with a big “wash me” scrawled across your face. Registration is required. Registration will be available in the entryway to the meditation club. The Aura Wash at the meditation center will incorporate an additional cost. Contact ITS if you need help with this.

3. Curling Team Floor Clean Up: Is your common room floor still covered in congealed beer from that painfully unskilled slap cup game last weekend? Really, really don’t want to pick up those accumulating stray uncooked ramen noodle bits? Have an irrational fear of mops and brooms? Let the Curling Team come and clean a sweeping victory against your mess and anxieties.

4. HerCampus No Shave November Beard Styling: Growing out your beard this November? Want to be up to date with the latest trends in DIY hair styling techniques? Come by the Sadove living room for a workshop on flat-top braiding, the sock bun, beachy waves, the retro bouffant, ombre-dyeing and more!

5. Opus Hummus in the Face Day: On Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday of this week, Opus will be hosting a booth where you can come and get hummus thrown at your face.

**TENURE-PROTECTED RAMPAGE HURTS SCHOOL**

Continued from “School Does Nothing as Tenured Dickhead Tries to Destroy It”

Students, who were mostly confused that the professor was still allowed on school property, were hesitant to weigh in. “I didn’t know he was tenured automatically made someone a dickhead. I had always heard absolute job security corrupts absolutely, but this level of asshattery seems excessive,” Jamie Carlson ’15 said.

Baguette also wondered how the administration had yet to give him notice. “The fact that nothing has happened to me is surprising,” he said. “Every once in a while I’ll shoot deer on campus. Maybe an occasional Dark Side. I wrote a memo endorsing hate speech on Tuesday. Last week, I set the curtains in Bene- dict on fire. This tenure stuff sure is great!”

The Administration decided in August 2012 to exclude Baguette from all faculty proceedings and hide him in the library. Upon hearing the news, Baguette ordered 1,776 active landmines and wrote an additional 41 articles, all suggesting that Hamilton College go fuck itself. He then carved “I AM TENURED. I AM YOUR GOD,” into the chapel door, prompting Chaplain Jeff McArn to frown for the first time in his life.

Students who love Hamilton College have begged Professor Baguette to stop trying to torpedo their school and home. Unfortunately, these requests have fallen on deaf ears—ears that are ironically also prejudiced against those with hearing disabilities. “I know that the work I publish hurts Hamilton College,” Baguette said, “but history will tell who was right: the school that chose to celebrate all types of diversity, or the professor who criticized his employers knowing they couldn’t do anything about it.” Students took solace in the fact that history will, indeed, tell.
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